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All test prop is going to cause at least some PIP. Any lab that claims to have prop with no PIP is lying to
you. Why not use a long estered testosterone instead? Long estered steroids that aren't highly
concentrated are pretty much PIP free. I'm rocking enanthate with a propionate kick start and I feel
absolutely no pip or sting on any kind. I've been hearing that prop is susposed to kick like a mule due to
concentration. I'm rocking 1cc every other day. Now my gear is from a company that seems to have 2
different boxes. Medikay Cardiac Centre is a state-of-the-art facility, where we offer cardiac treatment &
care of the highest quality in the twin cities with the most professional & compassionate staff.
No PIP From Test Prop? Pharma. DL93 2013-10-15 15:18:17 UTC #1. 5''10 223lbs ~12%bf 24years.
This is my second cycle and ive decided to use test prop and npp. I am injecting 150mg test prop and
100mg npp EOD. It has been a week so far and the injections have been going very smooth, (cant
complain) but i was under the impression prop injects are ... Yes test prop will cause pip just because its
test prop. There is no logical way to the discovery of these elemental laws. There is only the way of
intuition, which is helped by a feeling for the order lying behind the appearance."
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Test prop always hurts for me post shot...especially in the quads. It could be the carrier, or it could be the
prop. You could try mixing two compounds to see if that helps. I always used to mix mine to diminish
the pip. My favorite blend ever was test ace and test prop at a 50/50 split. Unfortunately that source shut
down years ago. #curitibatreina #mundofitcwb #atletawellnessfitness #atletawellness #atleta
#mulheresatraentes #marombateamcwb #musculacao #treinopesado #treino #anabolismo
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#eobatalhao #foco #focoforcaefe #nopainnogain #naturalbr #likes #atividadefisica #anabolic If there is
no PIP it doesn't mean the gear is bunk. If the gear is real and you have no PIP then it has been
manufactured correctly. Better the real gear with no PIP than any gear with PIP.
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#nopainnogain#musclebuilding #musclegain Just as the Test Cyp is amazing, the prop, well, the prop
might even be more amazing… here is why… producing strong prop, without bad pip, is extremely hard
to achieve… and, in my twenty years of experience, flash is one of two labels that has achieved this in
20 years! #biomeds #anabolic #tbt #throwback #muscle #tattoos #lean #physique #fitness #npc
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